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Preface

This is the first volume of a poetry series designed to be read as a dialogue among poets writing across cultures. It is an outcome of Reading
Poetry in the Year 2001, a session organized by Point of Contact on
February l, 2001 at Syracuse University. The title, Corresponding
voices, imagines that in poetry such endeavors are possible and even
desirable.
Are they? Aren't we seized by the urge to put the accent on what each
one has in common and ignore what is different, or differing? Five
notable poetic voices, Michael Jennings, Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde,
Shawn Kerry Keys, Suzanne Shane, and Lila Zemborain answer our
request for a common text. All they have in common is poetry. The
desire for poetry. The writing of poetry. Can this alone justify the title,

Corresponding voices?
In a way yes. In the so-called theoretical notes, we asked the poets to
write a few lines about poetry and about their ways with poetry-but
this only to imply that even in discoursing about itself poetry doesn't
cease to be poetry. Poetry can only explain itself in the idioms of poetry, a sort of poetic self-reference, a poet's wink of the eye.
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Thus, timidly, we hope for this sort of correspondence embodying not
only metaphors but each other's clues, codes-all those bridges that
bring about the living correspondence which at times implies an
enrichment and at other times an incursion. Still, the true test for correspondence lies not so much inside the text as outside, with the reader, the Other silently present in each poetic line. In this sense, poet and
reader are inscribed in each other, they keep tabs on each other like the
sign and what the sign is signaling.
And this goes on in a sort of solitary trial every poetic text of any time
has had to undergo. Poetic meaning, by necessity, bears the mark of
this solitude. And to deal with that necessary solitude, we think, is the
ultimate aim of any correspondence.
Pedro Cuperman
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SOMETI ME BEFORE WORDS PERHAPS
by
Michael Jennings

Art creates space in the clutter of fact. Poems are like white
rooms where the Large Mind of the reader is enjoined by the
Large Mind of the poet in shared breath, touch and tongue, the
secret idiom of the dialectics of abstract and concrete, sacred and
profane, living and dying - the residue of a few black words the
faint, odd fingerprints of being.
-Michael Jennings

Michael Jennings

Sometime Before Words Perhaps
your arm moved a glitter of small hinges.
Or was it your leg,
its calculated unwinding?

I was asleep, say,
or lost in thought.
I heard your blood
though, how it sang,

and I felt your cloudshadow
coming, crossing my face.
I looked you were full of yourself

dancing. I looked you were the waterfall of yourself
dancing. I looked your breath drank my eyes.

I listened -

your feet drummed

shut my ears. I groped,
but your skin turned fingers
to spider webs.
Sometime,
out of the dark of my body,
I spoke.
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Where She Dances
Purple jaguar midnight
of lost imaginings -

ebony, jet,

obsidian lakes of fire Hers is the drumbeat spanking of bare
hard feet, far off wafting of laughter.

Come dance with the daughter
of rag-tag summer. See the turn
of her fiery wrist. Moon
paints her shadow. Sun
cannot find her. The fierce stars

bring her to bliss.
Once she was tree trembling in moonlight.
Once she was river
tied down by her hair.
Once she was wind, once she was breath -

Now only flame
in the flare
of a pupil,
a delicate rustle's
velvety purr.
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Michael Jennings

When She Makes Mountains
she paints them shadow-dancing,
rivers their flexions,
weaves the drapery wind. Dozes,

crosses into dream-space
with long-thighed stepping, her sleep-heat
burnishing the low hills.

Out of them come women for water, bright
as flowers, a dozen Salomes
with braceletted ankles and hard brutal feet

who crouch on their haunches
under the thick scent of limes, their mud
village creviced above them,

its brown face among the cliffs immobile
as a blind man's. She breathes
them her gossip, whiskers their thighs,

puts the wheels of their hips
in slow motion. Jars grow from their heads,
jars in the shape of women

heedless in May, the time of new grasses.
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Her Dalliance
Between her fingers
the plucked stalk of your brainstem
blossoms

petal by petal in the empty air.
Between her toes
Tigris and Euphrates divide

and multiply. She loves you.
She loves you not.
Perhaps you are the pinprick rain

on the sheer face of an autumn lake.
Perhaps you are snow.
She is dreaming of crossroads

and you are the emptiness.
She is playing with dolls
and you are the mad muttering.

She is gossiping by the well
and you are the strewn fieldstones,
lidless eyes of the desert

waiting for rain. Her indecision
is delicious with cunning.
The mountains heave. Your leaves shiver.
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Michael Jennings

Pythoness
You want her to unravel your future,
make time stand still,
take the pinch of your skin

off.
But how dry the whisper of her coils,
ton over ton of slow muscle
like molten lava.
Her split tongue hisses,
emptying your skull like an eggshell.
Your fate is calamitous,
reckon your chances.
Bring only the candle of yourself
into the cave of unmaking.
Slide between smooth stones.
Peering, lidless, yellow eyes.
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Out of the Egg Dark
pure dark,
dark of black flowers,
unfurling of feathers,
shuddering thighs,

comes the elk's
trembling branches, crumble-cliff
ecstasy, wide-nostrilled rising
agate-eyed god.

So she brings fire to the ragged dark
in the flare of her hip bones,
swirl of her thighs, tapering fingers
seamstress nimble, spidery smooth.

How far will you come down the river of joydeep lapping,
slow slapping,
her skin your toy, your shadow her drum?

Near and nearer
the tiger-painted
sundown sea,
ebbtide whisper,
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Michael Jennings
sea caves' bronze blood-light
and bullroar absencefloating anemone bliss
in the wave-trough silence.

And now your absence glows
in the vaults of her belly,
toss of her hair
The slippery dark dances.

But already she is elsewhere,
tomorrow or yesterdayphantom of your best self
curling into smoke-

dawn inventing the near hillsthe charred black
of your face bones
wobbling back into morning
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Her Mermaid Dream
What should she make of the dream-shattered sea
lipping her breasts,
forging her thighs herself nonetheless
remote as a jewel, dry in the wetness,
miraculous.

Again and again she flies in the mirroring well dazzling jungle bird
of the sea's fetch, angel-fish fluttering
ogreish,
maw full of seaweed whose wild wail
whispers to your ear like a seashell.
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Michael Jennings

When the River Flutters
her wings, she is no longer the Amazon
floating the crescent moon as her navel.

She is your shadow rising to meet you.
The nightsilk mountains bend close.

Something in the lisping silence grieves,
exalts, dies its thousand deaths.

Your body is also a river with wings,
with talons, a place of betrayals

where shadowy gods, horned
or with twisting serpents for hair,

are drowned, torn to shreds,
then rise again into stars.

Tomorrow, at dawn,
something shaggy will come down,

peering out from the night-drugged leaves,
dazzled by the spokes of new sun.

19

The Eye of the Mountain
is inward and honeycombed,
aswirl with the nectar and knowledge of ages-

what the mouth knows
but the tongue has forgotten-

glacially calm in its weepingits tears the blood that becomes milk.
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Michael Jennings

Today Perhaps the Lizard
who lies down in his own shadow
inventing the sun through half-closed eyes,
feels his skin, thickening with years,
grow nervous as water.
Perhaps he just feels lucky.

You keep coming back like a dream.
Your hips make light shiver,
make me peer up silly-sideways
like an old dog
to watch the bonfire of your bones.

Night's coming, though.
The sky blue water
of your eyes will turn dark
then. Stars will come out.

Tomorrow
you will come and go again
like a river your bright bones
stealing my shadow.
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THIRTEEN HORSES IN TWELVE STABLES
By
Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

About these poems: they were written in New York City at a
time when my breathing still sounded like the reaching out and
letting go of the Caribbean on the soft sand. And the emptiness
of presence and the plenitude of absence of that city and that sea
were like being on both ends of the focused look of death. About
poetics: there is only the one sense of the sound and in the
sound the image that is the five senses of the imagination and in
the image a breadth that is feeling and a depth that thinks.
-Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

Flora: An Ode
far the people
of Oriente
killed by the storm
October 1963

I
A red south wind in winding
the newly awakened babes
to bite the meat of milk breasts
and grow their fingernails:
rev . o

.

lu

tion

and the wind carries scars and corns in open envelopes,
pain-eaten edges, bread rains, ammunition longings, resolutions
and the pistils petals pollen of the Cuban flower across an old America.
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II
Flora
marooned the coastal groves of antiquity and sought the north
to found her new temple in the executive washroom:
with the breast buttoned up to the neck
eyes like a pair of glasses
hearts stretched like pockets
compounded sweat
priest's hands
devotion
.
.
nine men: nine men
neon needles speeding in their penis
precipitate bloom in the folds of the goddess:
fuel feed floods hollows
reaches between the teeth of wheels
blossoms two hundred and twenty four flowers a minute:
it will be a good autumn.
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

III

an invocation by drums:
come
wormblown
bellied
baby's
unbroken
toy
come
whore's
night-long
bee-stung
cunt's
dew-dawn
blue
come
dusty girl's
gnarled
scalp's
only
silky
hair
come
green
this green
with a blue
or white
just
one hole
in this green
of greens
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IV
And she came
but she had learned unnatural ways.
She came in autumn
and her flowers were like office fans
her petals
like blades.
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

V
Island hooked to the cross-eyed sea.
Rocky head, nail to the fish.
Grain of smells in the salty sea.
Sweat that blasts wide in the fish.
The sun chewed meters and needles
and forgot the sun in salivas of cane.
The peasants lingering on the stone of dawn
felt burning cocks flap in their feet.
With soil in their cells and cells in soil
from a time of land as a mother owned
with offspring like dandruff offerings
to the owning green hunger of flowers .
A furious meet of needless awls
pricks nature in the beast, the bluebled sea, in the breast, air
rushing air up, to cram,
to crisp the clouds, the white, the eyes.
The sea a lumbar lunatic
rams the doors of shore.
Sky a giant piston
pounds and pounds the ground.
Vegetal huts are slumbering
like snails in a rain of nails.
The wind is a rodent pledged
to woo a fledgeling's heart.
With fishes gaping out
from the sockets of her eyes
Angela Santos Martinez
beats with her baffled tongue
the animal heart of Jesus.
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Cattle butter packs
cracked bark.
Whitest salt
sharpest sucks
nipple's milk.
Slippery people
hold the hills
while behind
the old collide
like crippled crabs.
When the sea was sea
and even trees felt pain
and winds inhaled ensconced in scab
and fur feather hair caked with one same sadness
and legs were standing out of the ground
and the ground was sown with everything
then the sun resumed his unassuming air
and people made new roads as they descended.
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

17 St. Mark's Place: Self -Portrait 1

the leaves have given up their place: in the branch
october monday morning moves
without interruption
the boys are proud to spell their names: at school
they yawn beyond themselves: they glow
like sons of sons of prophets
I autumn walk from block to block: I move
within from street to street as if
my bones would never end
I flow like milk in endless trucks: I integrate my space: the pale diminished sun
knows all my names
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17 St. Mark's Place: Self-Portrait 2

places
I cannot get to
in my mouth
infinitesimal grottoes
where eggwhite
has gone gray
outside I have much use for trees
they trafficlight my steps
they orchestrate my voices
voices
numbed by numbers
stamped and unaddressed
make their rounds
in packs
beyond dead ends
give me a treeless block
and I rush
m
through the front
then out to the back
where vegetarian eagles and octogenarian bluecollar rednecks
sip in cups october leave juice
where bruise-checkered breezes braid
sweet blind sweat of brown
where shaven conductors rock without shame
eggs crack from inner knockings
and the sun bisymmetric
roundness
rehearsing stasis
recesses
sky
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

Ana Kushner
1887-1966

During the hurricane season the tourists never came.
In routine weather
they came, ready
to give up a bone for a bargain.
Of all the stores
the beach was most
economical: the sun, they thought, was
skin-deep.
We in the island knew the price.
We knew that even faucets choked with water
when the sea was running in the gutter.
We knew, subtle, fatal, a sisterhood in water.

Lord, show me this day
the rusty rectitude of nails
the thin peeled wall that never fails
behind these photographs.
Eleven years ago hurricanes first felt the fixed sadness
of a circus lioness, seasons
lost their contours, Main Street rats
were decimated, and the tourists flooded the place
all year round; eleven years ago
I tore down my curtains, painted white
the window panes, hung my oldest photographs.
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They are my life.
Forever I sit and watch them scrutinize
the clumsy acrobatics of my face.
Tissue water waste caves in my skin.
Standing, I waver on the tightrope of my spine.

Lord, show me this day
the rusty rectitude of nails
the pale blank space that never fails
behind each photograph.

Brain bride bribes spies tail tide ties eyes cry each night no sky
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde

Days

My weekdays pile in me like dirty clothes.
The door is locked: is this inside or out?
I keep my Sundays empty as my house.
I Edgarize my hours, towels, nose.
I have ten fingerprints all of my own.
My weekdays pile in me like dirty clothes.
Where heavy chairs stood once in repose
the little lizards do their push-ups now.
Empty as a Sunday I keep this house.
I love the way you talk: so well-composed.
Your words are like a napkin on my mouth.
My weekdays pile in me like worn out clothes.
The curtains hang like curtains: from their toes.
I write these verses Monday, almost now,
but always as a Sunday keep this house.
I've lost the breath to say my yes-and-no's.
Between (within) these letters whiteness sounds.
Weekdays pile like dirty worn out clothes.
Empty always Sunday keeps this house.
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INDIAN SUMMER

By
Suzanne Shane

Each word in a poem gropes toward the next moment, then the
next, until the waves of moments create a space not unlike the
space of a dream. And if a poem is true to the pull of the next
moment, each time it is said aloud its unique space unfolds like a
recurring dream, which surprises even as the dream is recollected.
-Suzanne Shane

Suzanne Shane

Last Call

Everywhere in fields,
along roadsides,
purple asters celebrate
September's closeeach stalk boasts its own bouqueta gift profuse and delicate and wild
as spring.
And you
who worked all summer
planting cultivars,
composing color, texture,
carving plot,
accept this call
to reverieTo glorious goldenrod,
to purple aster's majesty,
to Queen Anne's lacethis all-over breadth of brush and spraythis brilliant anarchy and ecstasy
of chancethis wayward grace.
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Late Summer's Night Kingdom
All night in my dreams
I was the great propagator
transplanting lilies
and so many more
angels of the field.
With supreme gentleness
I lifted them up
separating the crowded roots
carrying the light-starved
to full sun,
protecting sensitive astilbe
and bleeding hearts
and speaking the whole time
in a trance of verse
the gods would approve:
Multiply and give glory
through all the seasons
still to come.

If there was a soft rain
it fell indistinguishable
from my tears.
But when night was done
and the crows cried
my immortal heart
turned back into fleshthe hillside quarry
again littered with bones.
0 unlucky humans!
unrootable heartsdegradable dreams.
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Suzanne Shane

Blackberries
Each plump black
globe glistens
like a jewel,
and youstalker, thief,
lover's foolswim among brambles
under noonday suntangled, scratched
and all but trappeddipping deeper,
breathless
toward the next
exploding
irresistible
midnight kiss.
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Indian Summer
To think the world was ever only thislake fringed with sumac in ceremonial dress,
sumac rippling in the wind, mimicking
jungle birds painted tangerine and pink,
females waving ruddy wands, hypnotically;
the deep lake murmuring low, reflectively
until you too sense it, this dormant prayer
feathered like a seed tumbling over air,
carried with the lost tribes moving always on,
erasing their paths to the shaggy horizonand whispering: Sumac keep dancing
to the Great Spirit passing.
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Suzanne Shane

Maple
All summer
a full house,
polite applause.
But delicate wind
that stroked, cajoled
turns cold,
slaps and whips
resilient greenall changed, changed utterly.
Rouged and rustling, the clamorous fans
seize the sunset's glory from the sky.
And then the dreamthe silent snap and drift
to grass, the dance of scarves
and painted fingers done,
the show a crumpled apron on the ground.
The trunk knows nothing.
Stripped, there's no apology.
Come hail, come snowearth's upright, solemn
c1t1zen
1s mum.
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November

There is a moment
soft and burnishing
just fluttering
beyond the flaming stain
of passion
when all in the distance
is gilded
with a delicate ache
for all that is lost
and going going
gone, and hope
is a ragged emblem
set at half-mast.
At this exact second
the crow squawks its scorn
at the human condition,
at you, caught
in the act of pity
and penance, simply
because color has drained from your world.
Even now, the late golds
and coppers, the glinting bronze
of the Old Masters' canvases
that sustained your vistas, have darkened.
Soon, you will look to the cold stars for comfort.
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Suzanne Shane

Ice Princess
Sometime before winter
knowing the hard
misshapen heart
is a miracle,
you bury it deep
as an act of faith.
When earth stiffens to rock
wind and snowdrifts
erase the old scars,
field and plot mix
in an act of amnesia.
You too are benumbed
and thick to the core.
Somehow a small flame
appears to sustain youbright cardinal!
blood flower in snow
trills a shock to the pulsealive! alive!
When the rains come
you too wish to be washed
clean. Your lungs are buoys
pulling you to the surface.
New light slaps you to laughter!
Put on your crepe slip,
your velvet dress with pleats,
black silken underthings.
You are shuddering open
slowly, looseningthen dancing,
losing your senses
one petal at a time.
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March Thaw

Today, every robin has its wishthe matted grass springs back! Networks
of worms are chewing their tunnels.
The watercolorist has come, spreading
a thin green wash. Willow wands
grow plush with yellow tints.
In perfect synchronicity, bulbs
burst from their fixed orbitsthe flame-tipped stalks nosing through leaf mulch,
petals invisibly tucked within seams
all winter dreaming this surprise.
Already the crocuses
are hatching like sunspots on the back hill.
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Suzanne Shane

Circe's Art
(an excerpt)
1
The moment sky holds both the moon and sun
is now. A cosmic pause, the closing kiss
that seals fire in its ring of passion.
Call it sorcery or divinationthis gift to lock and unlock energieswhen evening sky floats both the moon and sun
and we can stay the drift of dissolution.
Poppies in the field unfurl bright goblets,
bees dip and fumble in their sooty passionfrantic to move on. Our predilection
is to lounge, and laugh, and stretch- listless
as evening sky chat holds the moon and sun.
Think of what you've left, the work half donecommitments, blame; the proven drag of stress.
When you accept chis offering of passion
regret and guilt are lost in sweet persuasion,
tomorrow's news will never go to press.
This moment sky holds both the moon and sun
and seals fire in the sting of passion.
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2

It all depends on what we don't expectrain, an uninvited guest, the quiet way
that cause may come unbuckled from effect.
And meaning? Who could possibly detect
the smile behind the smile, the plot in disarray
when everything is not what you expect?
She's driven by the prospect of a wreck,
and winds pick up-you feel foundations sway,
perspectives change with dizzying effect.
You ply her to confess, admit, reflectshe laughs and shuffles into shades of grayveils that lead you where you don't expect.
Exiled, a sailor without ship, inspect
the sky: no stars, no sun, just barely dayher twilight-dawn illusionist effect.
You settle in. At last, it's her neglect
that moves you. But she has other parts to play,
that all depend on what you don't expectnow cause has come unbuckled from effect.
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Suzanne Shane

3
Obvious, devious, a beautiful liarseamless as night she enters your dream,
filters your memory through screens of desire.
Her voice clears a path in the forest choir.
Rising from thickets, the high notes careen
and finger your nerves like a magical lyre.
What you were, you are not - leader for hire,
manager, maker, arranger of meansstrung up, conflicted, cocooned in desire.
So maggots are mumbling deep in their mire
and daybreak's a rumor on butterfly wings.
If water or sky, which twin's the liar?
Your past becomes form her touch can inspireyour plots to escape the favorites she sings.
Still her voice moves you to the brink of desire,
where you arrive numb, a stone without fire
and sink among many washed by the streamof the oblivious, beautiful liar
who filters memory through screens of desire.
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MAYA-SONG

By
Kerry Shawn Keys

Lightyears ago I relinquished the thought of ever describing in
words what poetry is. When penned, suddenly the animal would
bound out tearing through the deadliest of barbwire, oblivious to
the most diaphanous of definitions. Easier to say what the heart
of poetry is: speech dancing into music; the semantics of milk
and blood; silence and the resonance coupling Truth and
Beauty... aha, too many words already, and what I might have
said already escapes me.
-Kerry Shawn Keys

Kerry Shawn Keys

Frames
... keeping for you since ... time ...you
can see it in the eyes

Looking at your photo
at the age of five, six, seven,
who knows, staring so
intensely at me, beautiful
Absynnian lips, silken braids,
white-buttoned, rumpled sweater
with another underneath,
the background a silent wall
of clouds, a flat, or studio,
the black frame resting
on my lap, your pupils
half-black, half-white
from the flashback of light,
the irises hazel I suppose,
the cornea white as snow,
staring so, not seeing me
nor the space I inhabit
eye-level with the window,
exposed to the cold
Northern light of an artist's dream
seemingly framing us
into its presence ...
and yet you see nothing,
as I close my eyes
and see it all.
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Sunset Copulative

Sunset In Got/and
the sun sets pink
into a red sea ...
it was your first
time

.
wasn't lt.

Sunset Song
in this greenhouse of my careful existence
all months are the cruelest month
in that illusion of an illusion
let this testament be writ on dirt
this orchid creeping from my chest
the perfect homegrown parasite
its tentacles take in
what little light that's left
and its odorless white blossom
smells like death
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Kerry Shawn Keys

Sojourn In Space
in-between the soul of a grass-snake and an oak
there is a buzzard bigger than the sky
in-between the sheets and the sunrise
there is a girl bearing a turtle's song
in-between the rope and the target
there is an air of silence in the green room
in-between the actor and the chairs
there is a polygon resting on the script
in-between the two of them
there is a cross, a cow, and a fly
there is a bee, there is honey
in-between the door and the doorway
there is a nothing better to do
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Into Radiance
It goes on under whatever it is
not said, under the skin, the leather and silk,
the way words work themselves
toward the heart ....... into the vernacular
of love, your flowering
now mine, ours, evergreen, there is
no changing the song still
sleeping now next to the flowers
that haven't fallen,
that shine deep-blue in the night,
next to our breathing,
and it's a celestial manger scene and it's not
with your pet-sparrow singing
in its finger-tipped-woven nest,
and your breathing an evening raga
running down our skin like soft snowflakes
becoming rain, and I hear voices
that are not ours, and I smell the moss
of your sex, your thighs, up under
the arms like wild arum, a marsh flower
deep with the musk of wildness, the blond, downy fur,
a scent of fear and pleasure and ecstasy. Take it
with me, take it with me, dear..... .
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Kerry Shawn Keys

how we are ours all night, and the mystery
is the slow, slowly
commg
into radiance,
and the slow, slow
sun on parole at the window-aubade, alba, whitenessand we sip tea and coffee
open our eyes to dress ourselves
in the unrefined honey of morning
and say yes we are ours at this moment
and the snow melts ever so slow
down the window
and we lean our bodies into one another
into the wishing-well
of liquid light.
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Elemental Earth
"overhead the banches(sic) were tangled"
from Borges, "The Garden of Forking Paths"

Is it bunches or are they branches.
Birch? Do they flutter and say
let's make love on the balcony
on the buckboard and count
the forest of stars backwards.
Is it art or elemental earth ungloved,
trapped by a bunch of swinging grapes.
The elemental earth receives all paths
diverging as they come together again.
The bearable weight of complexity is not
so simple as this tangle of trees.
The sunrise is as close as this story.
The lowlands are swamped with a terrible moon.
An arrow. A sparrow. For your canvas, my Love.
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Kerry Shawn Keys

Through-Passengers

Uqbaring Passing Through
Round airy-light on dark
not not-burdock
blue-beating almost pulse-quiet
now vanishing door-way-less now

Day of Days On Orbis Tertius
the windows of earth opening wide
the milky flush of your breasts
ever sweeter as we pass through
this silken blue oval rising sun
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Chimerical Garden
Nautch-Girl Nectar
"tarati"

You'll return to me
through water
not like a fish
from lake or lagoon
but like a flower
on the half-shell
in the sunrise
covered with dew
I'll swim here
in this pool
drawn by the honey
gulfed in amber
a million years
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Renaissance Woman Remembers The Red Light
Once again
my remontant rose
your clothes slipping off
in a dream
to the floor
as you mount
your whore
taking me
over and over
so many seasons
of fragrance
pressed into
one.
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Audit
The click and clack of bamboo.
I breathe this sound after seasons of sweeping
my own dust out over dry grass.
And the too close chirp of the cricket signifying
that I've been reading too much, mixing
my father's lungs with asbestos and semiotics.
It's been a long time--twenty years.
Here I hear the silence surrounding the snow.
I hear the cough of something dead.
My own blood playing hide-and-seek.
I hear the feather of your dream-catcher
dangle from your ear to brush a sparrow.
I hear the flame at the tip of the green candle
and the pounding of my heart.
I hear your footsteps halt at the door,
and your voice, Lord, calling me
to come out and play in the dark.
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"And

Now . ..

"

It went on and on.
Eye saw you.
Mouth swaying.
Clay and pollen. Pollen into stars. Stars
were bees with blue paint in their hives.
It went on and on.
Translucent eye saw you.
A thinness accumulated in everything.
The basic ideogram was a rainbow
where Krishna would lie down.
Eye saw you with Lord Krishna.
One pupil was a pastel. The other a fresco.
Your glasses are on the magic rug in your boots.
No, they're on the table.
No, they're in the forest of blindness.
No, you're wearing them inside-out.
It went on and on.
A thickness accumulated inside
the proportions of innocence.
Metaphor abstracted itself from the mouth
and hovered like a balloon attached to tooth.
Eye saw you chop off a wing,
swallowing arches turning back into clay.
Liberation is the word, that slow curve
of blood into air.
It goes on and on.
When the box opens,
you will be whole again.
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GUARDIANS OF THE SECRET V
By
Lila Zemhorain

GUARDIANES DEL SECRETO V
Translated by Rosa Alcala

Like a succession of hidden sounds slipping into and
out of cells, words are recorded uncontrollably on to
paper, to be deciphered later. Poetry does exactly that it makes precise and velvet the enchantment of the
image which conjures and smoothes fissures.
Como una sucesi6n escondida de sonidos deslizandose
por las celulas, las palabras incontrolables se graban en
el papel para ser luego descifradas. La poesfa es justamente el trabajo de precisar y aterciopelar el encantamiento de la imagen que conjura y alisa las fisuras.
-Lila Zemborain

Style is one possibility of being
in contact with our unconscious and,
I would say, even our sensations.
Julia Kristeva

Describing a Painting by Clyjford Still to a Blind Person
It is a vertical black rectangle; an opaque surface, rough in texture,
with a fissure in the range of ochres, or better yet, terracotas, it precipitates itself vertically, like a crevice in a rock or a slate. From
the fissure, a yellow ray tears the painting, slipping into the interstices of black.
Now, if the blindness is congenital, is there a sensitivity to colors, or
not? Is the blind one dreaming in images or only in smells and textures, in sounds and tastes? To say, for example, on the base of avertical rectangle, a surface like a room without air, like a torn night ...
Is that what you see, or like Borges says, there is a greenish mist and
somewhere there, sometimes yellow emerges?
But returning to Clyfford Still, on a rectangle, although I should get
closer since I am not allowed to touch, an incredible crevice of the
same quality as the fissures that form in the walls when the paint
sheds, plummets, generating two smaller stalactites. Underneath, to
the right, a smaller crevice ends the painting.
The crevices are contaminating the surface, corroding it, oxidizing it.
Still's application must have been done with a spatula, unevenly, with
certain elevations, leaving some flat spaces which he later painted.
The rawness of the canvas signifies that imprecise limit. The color in
addition to rust, smells like blood.
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Style is one possibility of being
in contact with our unconscious and,
I would say, even our sensations.
Julia Kristeva

Describiendo un cuadro de Clyjford Still a un ciego
Es un rectangulo negro vertical, una superficie opaca, de textura grumosa, y una fisura en la gama de los ocres, o mas bien del terracota,
se precipita en forma perpendicular, como una grieta en una roca o
en una laja. Desde la fisura, un rayo amarillo corta el cuadro, colandose entre los intersticios del negro.
Ahora, si el ciego es de nacimiento, tiene o no una sensibilidad para
el color? Suena con imagenes o s6lo con olores y texturas, sonidos y
sabores? Decir por ejemplo, sobre la base de un rectangulo vertical en
una superficie como de cuarto sin aire, como de noche rasgada ... Es
eso lo que ves o, como dice Borges, hay una neblina verdosa y por
alH, en algun lugar, a veces, emerge el amarillo?
Pero volviendo a Clyfford Still, sobre un rectangulo, aunque debiera
acercarme ya que no puedo tocar, una increible grieta de la calidad de
las fisuras que se forman en las paredes cuando se salta la pintura, cae
en picada generando dos estalactitas mas chicas. Debajo a la derecha
una grieta menor concluye el cuadro.
Las grietas estan contaminando la superficie, corroyendola, oxidandola. Pareciera que Still hubiera aplicado con espatula una mano
irregular con algunas elevaciones y que le hubieran quedado algunos
espacios lisos que luego pint6 con color. Lo crudo de la tela sefiala
ese Hmite impreciso. El color ademas de 6xido huele a sangre.
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A Sculpture by Henry Moore
One could say that two armless torsos are trying to touch,
one leans forward, the other twists, until somehow they
brush up against each other. Two metallic masses brandishing
their soft monumental forms, rocks polished by the sea, the
color of stones underneath the water, now dry. Eyes that pass
do not even see the velvet toughness of these opaque forms.
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Una escultura de Henry Moore
Se diria que dos torsos sin brazos buscan tocarse, uno se
inclina, el otro se retuerce, hasta que de alguna manera se
rozan. Dos masas metalicas esgrimiendo sus formas monumentalmente blandas, rocas pulidas por el mar, del color de
las piedras bajo el agua, pero ahora secas. Los ojos que pasan
ni miran la dureza aterciopelada de estas formas opacas.
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Table in Front of the Window. Bonnard
There is Martha, hardly perceptible, confused within the flight of
curtains on fire, on one side of the painting. A silhouette in white
brushstrokes, without definition, only an arm barely insinuated, a
hand that doesn't correspond with the sketched profile. The red and
the yellow create a band that includes her with the table in front of
the window, the tablecloth, the off-center fruit-bowl, the necessary
book and the flowering landscape. If in one painting everything is
flat, in other paintings her voluminous body, her breasts, her legs and
her buttocks overflow from the frame, towards us. But here, she is
only a smooth surface, without volume, a cut-out on the fierce edge
of the curtain.
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Mesa frente a la ventana. Bonnard
Ahi esta Marta, apenas perceptible, confundida en el vuelo de la
cortina en llamas, en un costado del cuadro. Una silueta en pinceladas blancas, sin deslindar, s6lo un brazo apenas se insinua, una
mano que no corresponde al perfil desdibujado. El rojo y amarillo
crean la banda que la incluye a la mesa frente a la ventana, al mantel,
a la frutera descentrada, al necesario libro y al paisaje floreciente. Si
en una pintura todo es plano, en otros cuadros su voluminoso cuerpo, sus pechos, sus piernas y sus nalgas salen del marco hacia
nosotros. Pero aqui, s6lo es una superficie lisa, sin volumen, un
recorte en el costado feroz de la cortina.
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Yayoi Kusama
It is said of Yayoi that her work reveals a proliferation of penises. For
me, they are not penises. They are potatoes. An unleashed multiplication of potatoes that covers whichever objects she likes. A boat, for
example, contaminated with silver-plated potatoes. But what is the
boat now if not an object abandoned who knows where, perhaps
underneath the ocean, no, how about the earth? It is not decay that
alters but this tubercular substance extending itself indefinitely, creating a wild network. Today it covers the boat. Tomorrow all of the
floor will be infected with this weighty madness that fills the boat
with gloves reaching forward. I want to hold those hands. I want to
eat that boat. A hunger, also, to throw myself on a surface that does
not hurt, that tempts with its voluptuous tubercular softness.
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Yayoi Kusama
Dicen de Yayoi que sus obras muestran una proliferaci6n de penes.
Para mi no son penes. Son papas. Una multiplicaci6n desencadenada
de papas que cubre los objetos que le gustan. Un bote, por ejemplo,
contaminado de papas plateadas. Pero que es el bote ahora sino un
objeto abandonado, quien sabe d6nde, tal vez debajo del mar, pero
no, mejor en la tierra? No es la descomposici6n la que lo altera sino
esta naturaleza tubercular que se extiende indefinidamente creando
una red de conexiones alocadas. Hoy cubre el bote. Maiiana todo el
piso se contagia de esta gravida locura que llena el bote de guantes
que se ofrecen. Quisiera tomar esas manos. Quisiera comer ese bote.
Hambre tambien de tirarme en una superficie que no dude, sino que
incita a acostarse en la voluptuosidad de su blandura tubercular.
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Delacroix. Sardanapalus.
Bodies emerge from the painting displaying buttocks, breasts, the
fleshy surfaces of long haired white women attacked by bearded and
exquisitely dressed Arabs. Chests inlaid with gold and precious jewels, beds covered with velvety fabrics, women emerging as if from the
carpeted floor and an accumulation of people, horses that are
approaching the scene, elephants, richly decorated objects and hands
that seem to implore. A reclining man contemplates the massacre
illuminated by a red light, although not a drop of blood can be seen.
To throw oneself on that bed and be taken by those hands without
dying, a riot of bodies spilling soft textures, quilted and tempting, to
touch, to abandon oneself wildly to the delights of contemplating the
visual.
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Delacroix. Sardandpalus
Los cuerpos salen del cuadro mostrando nalgas, pechos, superficies
carnosas de mujeres blancas de largas cabelleras, atacadas por arabes
barbudos, vestidos con la mayor exquisitez. Cofres recamados en oro
y piedras preciosas, camas cubiertas de telas aterciopeladas, mujeres
muertas brotando del piso alfombrado y una acumulaci6n de gentes,
caballos que se precipitan en la escena, elefantes, objetos ricamente
decorados y manos que parecen implorar. Un hombre reclinado contempla la masacre iluminada por una luz rojiza, aunque no se ve una
gota de sangre. Ya tirarse en esa cama y ser tomada por esas manos
sin morir. Alboroto de cuerpos que brotan de texturas suaves, acolchonadas y apetecibles para tocarlas, para entregarse locamente a las
delicias de la contemplaci6n de lo visual.
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Guardians of the Secret. Jackson Pollock.
Like in the dream where I saw a shop window with some signs written in an ancestral language, I begin to understand that on that long
screen that seems to be of glass and is jealously guarded by two hieratic figures, the same hieroglyphic language can be seen, those colors
somewhere between green and blue, closer, to that of a fishbowl, perhaps; and below, the dog Anubis guards the secret, like the dogs or
wolves that in that same dream bark and bite me in an open field.
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Guardianes del secreto. Jackson Pollock.
Como en el suefio en el que vi una vidriera con unos signos escritos
en un idioma ancestral empiezo a emender que en esa pantalla
alargada, como de vidrio, celosamente guardada por dos figuras
hieraticas, se ven ese mismo lenguaje casi jeroglifico, esos colores
entre verdes y azules, pero mas bien de pecera a lo mejor; y debajo, el
perro Anubis guardando el secreto, como los perros o lobos que en
ese mismo suefio me ladran y muerden en un descampado.
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Michael Jennings is the author of five collections of poetry and three
non-fiction books. He was born in New Orleans, grew up in Iran, and
makes his home on one of the Finger Lakes. His poems most typically
explore the cyclical and mythical energies of place. The recipient of
numerous awards, including a CAPS Grant in Poetry from New York
State, Jennings poems have appeared in such magazines and literary
journals as The Georgia Review, The Sewanee Review and The Southern
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Kerry Shawn Keys began his work as poet, teacher and translator in
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Lithuania, escorting international visitors on professional programs.
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Edgar Paiewonsky-Conde: "I am often asked to explain my name. At
the end of the 19th century, my father's father, a fourteen year old
Lithuanian Jew, crossed the Atlantic and settled in the Northeast coast
of the Dominican Republic. Around the same time, on the
Westernmost point of that coastline, Jose Marti was writing his
Manifiesto de Montecristi in the house of my mother's grandfather
before crossing over to launch the third Cuban war of independence
and find his death. The Edgar is for Poe, whom my father feared and
admired." Today, Edgar writes poetry and teaches Latin American
literature at Hobart and William Smith Colleges.
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Five registers ...
. . .singularly discordant and concordant in conjunction, resound in the
auspicious space of Corresponding Voices. Such is the imposing, effect,
the harmonics, of their pleasurable reading. This fluent book offers the
throbbing counterpoint of signs that transmit distinctive pitches,
registers, rhythms, tonalities. This book is a gift of personal words that
deliver different worlds, different modes of receiving beings and things, of
making them resonate within this chorus of five voices. Here the miracle
of love bears ballads to a woman sky, mountain, sea, wind, who is at once
shadow of a cloud and eggshell. The devastating power of the hurricane
Flora ignites the imagination in a playful ode that unifies and alliterates
everything. An autumn reverie bleaches the painted fingers of the larch
tree and makes the foliage sparkle with bramble berries. In a sunset song,
an orchid with the stench of death overextends its reach. A painting by
Clyfford Still is transfigured into a ray of sunlight splitting the clotted
stone. In this musical pentagram each poet makes one chord vibrate and
the five are the wedding of heaven and earth, the five parts of the body
and the five senses.
Cinco registros, singularmente discordes y concordes en conjunto,
consuenan en el espacio auspicioso de Corresonding Voices.Tales el
efecto dominant<t, ·el armonico, de su placentera lectura. Este cadencioso
libro ofrece el contrapunto pulsativo de signos que transmiten tesituras,
1·egistros, tonos, ritmos distintos. Este libro ofrenda palabras personales
que conllevan distinto mundo, distinto modo de acoger seres y cosas, de
hacer resonarlos en este coro a cinco voces. Aqui el milagro del amor
motiva baladas a una mujer cielo, montana, mar, viento, que es a la vez
sombra de nube y cascara de huevo. El poder devastador del huracan
Flora excita en una juguetona oda la imaginaci6n que todo enlaza y todo
alitera. Un ensueno otonal amarillea los dedos pintados del alerce y
enjoya con negras zarzamoras la fronda. En un canto crepuscular una
orquidea con olor a muerte tiende sus tentaculos. Una pintura de Clyfford
Still se transfigura en rayo solar que hiende la piedra grumosa. En este
pentagrama cada uno de los poetas hace vibra
las nupcias de lo celeste y lo terrestre, las cin
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cinco sentidos.
Saul Yurkievich

